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Minutes
September 18, 1975
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Monroe Room East
Washington Hilton Hotel

PRESENT

•

0

(Board Members)

(Staff)

Ivan L. Bennett, Jr., M.D.
J. Robert Buchanan, M.D.
Ralph J. Cazort, M.D.
Christopher C. Fordham III, M.D.
Neal L. Gault, M.D.
John A. Gronvall, M.D.
Andrew D. Hunt, M.D.
Julius R. Krevans, M.D.
William H. Luginbuhl, M.D.
Robert L. Van Citters, M.D.

Gerlandino Agro
Robert J. Boerner
Perry D. Cohen
George R. DeMuth, M.D.
Hilliard Jason, M.D.
H. Paul Jolly, Ph.D.
Joseph A. Keyes
Susan R. Langran
Diane Mathews
Jaimee S. Parks
Emanuel Suter, M.D.
Marjorie P. Wilson, M.D.

(Guests)
Mark Cannon, M.D.
Cynthia B. Johnson, Ph.D.

I.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Dr. Ivan L.
Bennett, Jr., Chairman.
Minutes of the Previous Meeting
The minutes of the June 19, 1975 meeting were approved as
written.
Executive Council Actions
A.

•

The Role of the FMG

The report on "The Role of the Foreign Medical Graduate"
approved by the Coordinating Council on Medical Education
on June 5, 1975 was sent to members of the Executive Council
for preliminary review and comment.
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In general, the responses were favorable regarding most
aspects of the report and its recommendations; but .some
reviewers warned against the overextension of institutional
resources and they expressed concern about the control of
quality of proposed programs. Support was given to the
concept that the United States should be self-sufficient
in the Scope of its programs. for physician education, and
that solutions, for domestic health service problems should
not depend. upon the immigration of FMGs. Similarly, the
importance was stressed of having high admission standards
for FMGs into graduate programs in the United States
comparable to those for U.S. graduates and of having high
quality educational opportunities for accepted FMGS:
Strong support .was also given to the recommendation that
the original purpose of the exchange visitor program be
reestablished, and some felt that teaching hospitals be
included as approveclsponsoring institutions for such
programs in addition to accredited medical schools.
The two items which: received the most, criticism were the
recommendation for the 'development of remedial programs
for resident FMGs who have failed to qualify for ECFMG
certification or licensure,and the recommendation that.
the Fifth Pathway 'be utilizedsas:a mechanism for entry
of U.S. citizen's studying .medicine abroad. It was also
streSsed.that the State Department should not overcommit
United States medical institution's in an attempt to reach
agreements with other countries trying to train physician
manp6Wer.• .Ultimately, the final decision . in.the United
States for the initiation of an -exchange program must
rest with .the American institution
The appropriateness of specific recommendations regarding
training requirements for licensure of both U.S. and foreign
medical graduates was questioned because they are not germane
to this document and because the CCME does not have authority
or power of enforcement.
Dr. Emanuel Suter, Director, Division of International
Medical Education was On hand to discuss the document
presented' for Executive' Council consideration.
The staff rec6Mmended approval Of the report with the
exception of the sections referring to 1) the initiation
of remedial programs 'for hitherto unqualified resident
FMGs and 2)' the Fifth Pathway. The staff also recommended
that the letter of* conveyance to' the CCME of the Council
action indicate . AAMC. 4isapproval of the policies implicit
in these sections. Dr. Suter commented on the staff
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recommendations noting strong feeling that there are
probably higher priorities in U.S. medical schools than
initiating remedial programs for foreign students who
repeatedly fail to qualify for licensure. Dr. Suter also
suggested that the Fifth Pathway is an undesirable approach
to handling the problem of U.S. citizens who have studied
abroad and wish to practice in the U.S. It does not result
in the award of the M.D. degree and does not qualify the
participant for licensure in many states which require
either: 1) ECFMG certification or 2) an M.D. degree from
an accredited U.S. medical school, thus making it impossible
in some states for them to be licensed. Furthermore, the
Fifth Pathway has created a disturbing element in some
states by opening the legislature to considerable pressure
to change the policy on licensure to include these students
as eligible persons, which in a way threatens a reasonably
well-proven system of controls. Staff recommended that the
AAMC adopt at least an internal policy on the Fifth Pathway,
for the counsel and assistance of its member institutions.
The question was asked of the staff in regard to whether
the sponsoring agencies have a line item veto in the CCME,
which would mean that the recommendations of the Council
to except those sections of the report would have to be
heeded. Dr. Marjorie Wilson stated, with the support of
Dr. Julius Krevans, that that was, indeed, the case.
Action:
The Board recommended Executive Council approval of the
report on the Role of the Foreign Medical Graduate of
the Coordinating Council on Medical Education excepting
the following:
--Recommendation B-11 which states:
"That on an interim basis special programs of graduate
medical education be organized for immigrant physicians
who have failed to qualify for approved residencies and
who have immigrated to this country prior to January 1,
1976. [This time restriction does not apply to physicians
entering the U.S. with Seventh Preference visas (refugees).]
Immigrant physicians applying to such programs must present
credentials acceptable to the sponsoring schools; the
purposes of these special programs are:
a.

to provide a proper orientation to our health care
system, our culture and the English language, and
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b.

to 'identify and overcome those educational deficits
that handicap FMGs in achieving their full potential
as physicians in the U.S. health care system;'"and
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--Recommendation C-6, which states:
"That U.S.. medical schools continue to offer on a voluntary
and temporary basis to qualified U.S. nationals who
have studied medicine abroad and have completed all of
the formal requirements of the foreign medical school
except internship and/or social service, an academic
year of -supervised clinical, training (The Fifth Pathway.
Program). prior to entrance into the first year of
approved graduate medical education."
The Board further recommended that the letter of conveyance
of the Council's decisiOn to the CCME indicate the judgment
that these Were matters Ofpolicy, not mere editorial
Suggestions,

B.

U.S., Citizens Studying Medicine Abroad

The Executive Council agenda contained a four-page report
on the status of U.S. citizens studying medicine abroad
with two tables appended. The first table specified .
the experiences' over the past 5 years of such persons
re-entering the United States:and the profession of medicine
via: 1) . ECFMG certification; 2) COTRANS; 3) Fifth Pathway.
The second. table displayed information' relating to states
perMitting liCensute of Fifth Pathway physicians and U.S.
medical schools offering or contemplating Fifth Pathway
programs. The paper described problems and issues
associated with these,phenomena and offered the staff
recommendation for an Executive Council policy statement.
Dr. Hunt objected to the' pejorative tone of the statements
relating to foreign-trained physicians and expressed his
view that the document requires the.addition of paragraphs
emphasizing the positive contributions made by foreign-trained
physicians and their particular capabilities for serving certain of our foreign=speaking.populations. Dr. Buchanan
referred to a report of' the New York Regents emphasizing
the state's needs for more physicians. He predicted that
unless ,we had appropriate alternatives, the proposed
policy statement would be viewed as self-serving and
received hostilely
Dr. Gronvall pointed out the general
nature of the first recommendation and the difficulties
associated with implementing the operational portions of
the. second. Dr. Luginbuhl indicated his concern that in
the absence of a generally accepted target for the production
of physician manpower we will be constantly vulnerable to
criticism if we take'pOsitions which will have a'limiting
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effect. Dr. Krevans expressed the view that at the
present
time there is no appropriate statement that can be
made.
We are vulnerable if we criticize the influx of foreig
ntrained physicians and programs which facilitate it,
but
we cannot morally support programs which are not good
programs. A system which would work best puts respon
sibility
on the individual school but this may not be politi
cally
tenable at the present time. He opposed any effort
s to
set national academic standards. Dr. Bennett felt that
if such a statement were adopted, the AAMC would lose
all
credibility in New York.
Action:
The Board acknowledged the importance of the subjec
t of
U.S. citizens studying medicine abroad, but did not
believe that the two statements offered for its approv
al
are appropriate for adoption by the Association at
this
time.

C.

LCME Procedures for Levying Charges To Schools for
Early Stage Accreditation Site Visits and Provisional
Accreditation

The LCME, in June 1975, acted to levy charges to medica
l
schools seeking initial Provisional Accreditation as well
as a Letter -of Reasonable Assurance for federal support
as
a developing medical school. The parent Councils, in June
1973, approved levying charges for Provisional Accreditatio
n
but not for a Letter of Reasonable Assurance. In both
situations, the cost to the school would include the full
cost of the travel to and housing on site of the four to
six survey team members and a flat fee of $1,000. This
action is not to be construed as inhibition of the long
standing practice of providing staff consultation to a
new program at LCME expense, at the initiative of the LCME
or its senior staff members.
Action:
The Board endorsed Executive Council approval of the
principle that the LCME levy charges for Letter of
Reasonable Assurance site visits to developing medical
schools.

•
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D.

LCME Voting Representation of the Canadian Medical Schools

In October 1974,.the LCME considered the desirability for
greater participation in the accreditation process by the
Association of Canadian Medical Colleges, which now represents
sixteen colleges of medicine accredited by the LCME. The
LCME Chairman discussed with the President of the Executive
.Committee of ACMC-the feasibility Of .appointing a Canadian
voting representative to the LCME. The Executive Committee,
ACMC:, in ,its meeting of_May 1975, appointed Dr. R. Brian
Holmes, Dean of the University of Toronto Faculty of Medicine
to. be the voting Canadian representative.
Action:'
The Board endorsed Executive Council approval of the
seating of a representative of the AMC as a voting member
of the LCME.

E.

Election of 'Institutional Members

The following medical schools have received full accreditation
by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education, have graduated
a class of students and are eligible for Full Institutional
Membership in the AAMC:
University of South Florida
C011ege of 'Medicine
'Southern Illinois- University
SchoOl.of Medicine
Action:
The Board endorsed Executive Council recommendation of
electioh.by the Assembly of the University. of South Florida
College of Medicine and' the Southern Illinois University
School'of Medicine to Institutional Membership in the AAMC,
contingent upon ratification by the full Council of Deans.

F.

Amendment of the AAMC Bylaws to Establish a Category of
Corresponding Members

At its last meeting the Executive Council approved the Report
of the COTH Ad Hoc Membership Committee, recommending that
a category of Corresponding Members be established. It was
specified that each of the three Councils would be able to
nominate Corresponding Members within the criteria developed
by the Councils and approved by the Executive Council. It.
was also recommended that Corresponding Membership dues be
set at $500 per year, and that an absolute requirement for
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becoming a Corresponding Member would be ineligibility
for any other class of membership in the Association.
Corresponding members would have not voting participation
in the Association affairs and the governing structure of
the AAMC Would remain unchanged. Corresponding members
would receive notification of all open AAMC meetings, as
well as certain specified AAMC publications and communications
(e.g. Journal of Medical Education, President's Weekly
Activities Report, other appropriate publications and
memoranda.)
The following additions to the AAMC Bylaws were proposed:
Title I, Section 1, Paragraph I:
I.

•

Corresponding Members - Corresponding Members
shall be schools, organizations, hospitals or
other institutions (in the United States) which
do not meet the criteria established by the
Executive Council for any other class of
membership listed in this section.

Title I, Section 3, Paragraph F:
F.

Corresponding Members will be recommended to the
Executive Council by either the Council of Deans,
Council of Academic Societies, or Council of
Teaching Hospitals.

Because of reservations regarding the use of the term
"member" as applied to institutions which do not meet
the criteria of the Executive Council for Association
membership, but which wish to keep on top of developments
in the Association, the Board took the following actions.
Action:
The Board suggested that the proposed amendments of the
AAMC Bylaws be modified to read as follows:
Title I, Section 1, Paragraph I:
I.

Corresponding Members - Corresponding Members shall
be hospitals involved in medical education (in the
United States) which do not meet the criteria
established by the Executive Council for membership
in the Council of Teaching Hospitals.

-7-
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Title
T.

Section 3, Paragraph F:

Corresponding Members will be recommended to the
'Executive Council'by the-Council of Teaching Hospitals.
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Action:
The Board also recommended the establishment of the
subscriber'serVioe.Which would•make available for a
set. fee AAMC.publications and mailings.

G.

Report Of the National Health -Insurance Review Committee

At its April meeting, the Executive Council requested•
that the Chairman appoint. a small Review Committee to
recommend appropriate action on a natiOnal health insurance
policy statement which had been forwardedfor consideration
by the Coordinating Council. on Medical Education and the
Liaison Committee on Graduate Medical Education. The
Committee was also requested to recommend appropriate
additions or modifications to the existing'AAMC National
Health Insurance Policy in accord with the recommendations
to the CCME LCGME.
An oral Committee Report was presented at the June Executive
Council meeting by David Thompson,,M.D. After brief discussion,
the Executive Council voted to. table the Committee Report
until its September meeting so that 'a written report could
be formally, included in the meeting agenda.
Dr. Mark Cannon questioned the deletion of the LCGME/CCME
Recommendation regarding the consideration of residents
and clinical fellows as part of the medical staff of the
teaching institution. Dr. Buchanan, as a member of the
Review committee, explained that the Committee felt that
the institutions have the right to establish their own •
definitions of medical, staff of the teaching institution.
He also pointed out that such definitions are quite often
subject, to the approval of outside agencies..
Action:
The Board recommended Executive Council. approval of the Committee report which is. appended to these minutes. '

-9-
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H.

Recognition of New Specialty Boards

The recognition of new specialties to permit their developing
certifying boards and accreditation programs for residencies
has historically been the responsibility of the Liaison
Committee for Specialty Boards (LCSB). The ABMS and the
Council on Medical Education of the AMA have equal membership
on this Committee. Final action on the recommendations
of this Liaison Committee has been the prerogative of the
House of Delegates of the AMA and the membership of the ABMS.
With the foundation of the Coordinating Council on Medical
Education and the LCGME, it appears logical that decisions
regarding the formation of new certifying boards and
accredited residency programs for a hitherto uncertified
and unaccredited specialty should be the responsibility
of the Coordinating Council with concurrence of its parent
organizations. This is important because the growth of
specialties has an impact upon all the member organizations
of the Coordinating Council and has serious implications for
the public interest.
An ad hoc committee was established by the Coordinating
Council andthe Liaison Committee on Graduate Medical
Education in the Spring of 1975 to study this matter. This
Committee has had two meetings. The second of these was
with the LCSB. The Committee has made no recommendations
and appears to be unsettled as to its charge. Meanwhile,
the House of Delegates of the AMA has approved a set of
standards developed by the Council on Medical Education for
residency training in emergency medicine.
Dr. Krevans was concerned with the phrase indicating that
all parent organizations of the CCME must be in on the
approval process for the development of new specialties.
While he made it clear that his intention was not to promote
the rapid addition of new specialties, he expressed the
concern that the process of approving new specialties be
an expeditious one and did not see this happening by going
through the parent organizations. While rules of the CCME
require approval of the parent organizations on all policies
in this case that requirement might best be left unemphasized
to permit the development of some flexibility in the future.
The Board voted to recommend deleting the phrase "and its
parent organizations."

-10-
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The Board recommended that the following statement (with
indicated phrase deleted) .be sent to the Coordinating
Council on Medical Education and its member organizatiOns
as a position of the 'Executive Council:
"The Executive Council of the Association of American
Medical Colleges believes that the authorization of the
formation of new specialty boards and the development
of accreditation programs for new specialties must be
the responsibility of the Coordinating Council on Medical
Education and--par'ent7ergatizatens. The Coordinating
Council, in conjunction with the Liaison Committee on
Graduate Medical Education, should establish specifications
and procedures for, the authorization of the development
of new specialties 'certifying. boards and residency
accreditation programs.".

I.

Modification of ."Recommendations of the AAMC Concerning
Medical School Acceptance Procedures"

The Early Decision Plan (EDP) permits a medical school
applicant to file a single.application (usually prior to
August 15) and guarantees• that the applicant will receive
a prompt decision by that school (usually on or prior to
October
In 1973-74 EDP reduced the total number of
applications by approximately 5000 and in 1974-75 by
approximately 6500, thereby lessening the admission burden
of all medical schools..
Regardless of whether all medical schools participate fully
in the Early Decision Plan, this program is deemed beneficial
by the 59 schools which do currently participate.. The
establishment:of a uniform first date for notification of
acceptance Among all' medicalschools, whether participating
in EDP or not, strengthens EDP for those schools which do
find it useful in the. following respects: (1) Assures that
EDP applicants who are not accepted have the opportunity
to apply to other schools before any acceptances are offered
or any. places are filled; and (2) Assures that EDP applicants
will be notified Of action on their applications well .in
advance 'of notification to non-EDP applicants.
In recognition of thesefacts-the Group on Student Affairs
(GSA) has endorsed the following statement and recommends
that it be inserted as procedure number 2 in .the "Recommendations
of the AAMC Concerning Medical School Acceptance Procedures":

•
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Each medical school should agree not to notify its
applicants (except for those applying via EDP) of
acceptance prior to November 15 of each admission
cycle.
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Action:
The Board endorsed Executive Council approval of the
recommendations of the. GSA Steering Committee.
J.

Planning Agency Review of Federal Funds Under the
Public Health Service Act Titles IV and VII

At its April meeting, the Executive Council appointed a
special task force to review the new Health Planning and
Resources Development Act of 1974, P.L. 93-641. The task
force, chaired by Charles A. Sanders, M.D., General
Director of Massachusetts General Hospital, was charged
with the responsibility for identifying the particular
issues which require AAMC attention and providing guidance
to AAMC staff. On May 22, 1975 the task force held its
first meeting.
The following document was prepared by the task force in
response to a request from HEW's Bureau of Health Resources
Planning and Development. It represents the task force's
comments on the interpretation of the section- of the law
pertaining to planning agency review of proposed uses of
Federal funds under Title IV (Research) and Title VII
(Health Manpower Training). Due to the timeliness of the
issue and the need for AAMC input to be received during
the preliminary regulation development process, the paper
has been submitted to Eugene Rubel, Director of the Bureau
of Health Planning and Resources Development.
Action:
The Board recommended that the Executive Council approve
the task force report. It further recommended that the
matter be fully discussed at the Executive Council meeting,
so that the grave implications of this legislation be
fully recognized.

-11-
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K.

.Recovery of Medicaid 'Funds and Sovereign Immunity.

The. 11th Amendment and the doctrine of sovereign immunity
bar the exercise of.the judicial power of the United States
(any action in federal . Courts) in any suit against a state
prosecuted without the state's consent. There is no bar,
however, to such a Suit seeking a court order requiring a
state of' its officials to comply with or cease violating
federal law. This has.resulted in an anomalous situation
in the case 'ofstate participation in federal welfare programs
A claimant may sue to assert his rights to future benefits,
but he may not receive redress for the' denial of past
benefits unlawfully withheld.: (Edelman v. Jordan)
This matter has' relevanceto the Association because at
least one of its members has a claim against a state for
reimbursement for services delivered under the Medicaid
program which the state refuses to pay. The law in its
current posture bars litigation of this claim which amounts
to over several Millions of dollars.
S.1856 introduced by Senator Taft with Senators Stevenson,
Percy,, Case, McGovern and Gravel, is designed to remedy
this situation by imposing, as an express condition to a
state's participation in a federal welfare 'program, a
requirement that the state waive any immunity it may enjoy
from a suit brought by or on behalf of any claimant for aid
Or assistance under such program Or for redress for violation
of any other requirement of federal law relating to such
program. The Association has' been asked to support actively
the enactment ofS.1$56.
On the One hand this would appear to 'be of direct interest
and benefit to our member institutions. It would permit them
to seek adjudication of their claims and cuts off the ability
of 'stateto shirk their responsibility. On the other hand,
the Association has consistently opposed, the federal
government's exploitatiOn of its spending power to achieve
indirectly objectiveswhich would be precluded by the
Constitution if attempted directly '(e.g. mandatory service,
uniform curriculum, enrollment increases)..
At this Point in the meeting, Dr. Gronvall assumed the chair
for Dr. Bennett, who had a conflicting engagement. Mr. Keyes
elaborated on the invOlvement of the particular member
institution in this 'situation. The concern was raised as to
how far the Association should go in taking ,a stand on such
a constitutional 'question. It Was agreed that the AAMC should
speak to the issues in which it has expertise and support its
constituent institutions and that perhaps the Association should
pursue further knowledge of the broader implications of such
legislation. It.was agreed the AAMC should take nO stand
on this legislation at this time.

-127'
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Action:
After consideration and discussion of the matter, the
Board expressed its belief that institutions should be
reimbursed for services delivered by them and that some
way of accomplishing this should be established. However,
the Board expressed its rack of expertise on the broader
implications of the proposed legislation and recommended
that the Association take no stand on it.
IV.

ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD ACTIONS
A.

Nomination of Distinguished Service Members

A committee consisting of J. Robert Buchanan, Chairman,
Robert L. Van Citters, and Christopher C. Fordham, solicited
the Council of Deans for recommendations for nominations
to Distinguished Service Membership. On the basis of the
responses and their own deliberations the following names
were proposed for Board action:
Lewis Thomas
Leon Jacobson
George Aagaard
Donald Anderson

Stanley Olson
Clifford Grulee
William Mayer

Dr. Buchanan disclosed that several persons who were
currently Emeritus Members were proposed for Distinguished
Service Membership by the Council Members. The committee
concluded that because election to Emeritus Membership
accorded equal honor and because Distinguished Service
Membership was designed to facilitate the continuing
participation in the governance of the AAMC of those who
had served the AAMC while a member of a Council, but are
no longer eligible by virtue of a change in their
institutional status to do so and because Distinguished
Service Members automatically become Emeritus Members at
age 70, these persons should not be nominated to Distinguished
Service Membership.
Action:
The COD Administrative Board recommended the above mentioned
persons be nominated by the Executive Council for election
to Distinguished Service Membership.

-14-
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B.

COD Guidelines for OSR

At its January 15, 1975 meeting the Board rejected a Propose
d
amendment to the OSR Rules and Regulations which would specify
that "only students may vote in the selection [of OSR
Representatives at the institutional level]". This amendment
was rejected in part because it appeared to conflict with
the
COD Guidelines for the OSR which provided that the process
of
selection should "facilitate representative student input
and
be appropriate to the governance of the institution".
It was the opinion of the Board that the COD should not
mandate a change in existing institutional provisions for
the selection of OSR representatives. One member suggested
that the effect Of this modification might be that the OSR
would lose representation from the schools:who do not select
representatives solely on the basis of student vote.
The Board voted to maintain the wording as stated in the
Guidelines and disapproved the .OSR revision. It did, "howeve
r
suggest that:the.Section,in the Guidelines referencing OSR
selection might be revised to indicatea COD preference for
student .Selection of0SR representatives, which wOuld .sto
p
short of making it a. requirement for OSR representation.
On reflection, it appeared to staff that it might be wise
to retain the charadter.of the Guidelines as an historical
document for setting forth the ground rules for the establi
shment
of the- OSR,.mOdification8 to these expectations might
best be
reflected by other means: One .such means is., of course, the
approval of Rules and Regulations amendments.
A device which might best accomplish the Board's purpose
may be the formulation of a resolution interpreting the
intent of the guidelines which the Board would recommend
for adoption by the Council of Deans at Its annual meeting.
The,foIlowing recommendation was presented to the Board for
its review and subsequent 'submission to the COD
"The. Council of Deans reaffirms its intention that
students play a major role in the seleCtiOnlof institutional
representatives to the Organization of Student Representatives.
The Guidelines for the Organization of Student Representatives
adopted by the Council of Deans- on May 20, 1971 expresses this
intention, in the following manner:

-14-
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'A medical student representative from each
participating
Institutional Member and Provisional Member of
the COD
shall be selected by a process which will facili
tate
representative student input and be appropriate to
the
governance of the institution.'
While the Council is unwilling to mandate a partic
ular. method
of student selection, it reaffirms the view that the
appointment
of the representative by the dean acting alone or
by a committee
in which the students do not have a major voice,
or by any other
means which preclude substantial student participatio
n is
inappropriate to the objectives of the AAMC in establ
ishing
the OSR. It is intended to be a vehicle for repres
entative
student input into the deliberations and decisions of
the AAMC."
Dr. Mark Cannon, OSR Chairperson offered an amendm
ent to the
resolution which would state that the "students play
the
major role" in selecting OSR representatives, rather
than
"a major role". Dr. Cannon subsequently informed
the Board
that his recommendation of amendment to the resolution
was
not carried to the COD Administrative Board by a
vote of the
OSR Administrative Board. The OSR Board approved
the resolution
as it stands, but, Dr. Cannon reported, did so with
expression
of the belief that a proposed change in wording would
not be
viewed favorably by the COD Board. He, thus offere
d his
recommendation as Chairperson of the Organization acting
in
what he perceived to be the best interest of his consti
tuency.
The chief issue raised by the Board with respect to
this
suggested amendment was the role of the AAMC in influe
ncing
institutional governance. The consensus was that a
method
for the selection of representatives should not be dictat
ed
to the constituent institutions.
Action:
1.

On the proposal to amend the resolution to state:
a) that the students play "the major role" in the OSR
representative selection process;. and b) that the word
"intention" in line I be changed to "view", the vote
was 4 in favor and 4 opposed; the amendment was defeat
ed.

2.

On the resolution as written:
with one dissent.

C.

Survey of Medical Student Liability Insurance Covera
ge

the motion was carried

At its last meeting, the Board recommended that the AAMC
survey
the Council of Deans to develop data regarding the extent
to
which institutions retain liability coverage for their studen
ts.

•
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A draft questionnaire- was developed by the Division of
Student Programs with the. Division of Institutional Studies
and has been reviewed by the GSA Steering Committee.
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The Board was requested to review the questionnaire to
determine whether it'met the Board's expeotations
In addition to several editorial corrections, the Board had
two major suggestions: .1).that -"moonlighting" be expanded
to include free clinics or organizations Which have not part
in the teaching program of the institution; 2) that certain
questions'be clarified to remove ambiguities relating to
whether the question was directed to gathering information
about coverage of the student or the institution providing the
coverage.
D.

Implementation of the AAMC Data Release Policy

-

The, Association Staff is now in the process of implementing
the policy for the release. of AAMC information, beginning
with the data currently filed in the Institutional Profile
System (IPS).
The Institutional Profile System .of the AAMC is. a -computerbased information system that can provide data on a_wide
variety of subjects, Such as sources of medical school
revenues and expenditures, statistics. on faculty manpower,
student enrollment, attrition, ethnic and sex composition,
-Medical school curricula, facilities 'and so on.
The data are provided to theAAMC by the medical schools
through questionnaires such as.,7 .
Liaison Committee part I (financial)
Liaison. Committee part II (Institutional)
Faculty salary survey
Curriculum directory
Fall enrollment.
.Health service delivery and primary care
DHEW facilities survey'
Faculty roster
The Institutional Profile System includes data from the
most current questionnaires and publications, and also 'data
from preceding,years,- thus providing the capability for
analysis and for time-series studies'.

-16-
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The information stored in IPS has so far been treated as
privileged for use by the Association's staff only. Data
from IPS have been released outside the Association in
aggregate form, but with all possible safeguards to preclude
the identification of any individual institution's data,
except in those instances when the information is already
public knowledge through publications and/or public records.
During the last two years, there has been substantial progress
toward.the development of an orderly approach to the release
of AAMC data to the Association's constituents and to the
general public. The Association has adopted a policy for
the release of information derived from its databank.
That policy provides for the following classification of
information:
"Data in the possession of the Association will be classified
according to permitted access using the following categories:
I..Unrestricted - may be made available to the general
public.
II.

Restricted - Association confidential -- may be made
available to member institutions and other qualified
institutions, organizations and individuals subject
to the discretion of the President.

III. Confidential - A) Institutional - Sensitive data collected
concerning individual institutions generally available
only to staff of the Association; and B) Personal Sensitive data collected from individual persons generally
available only to staff of the Association. It may be
released with permission from the individual.
No information will be released which could be identified with
an institution unless reported or confirmed by that institution.
The Data Development Liaison Committee (DDLC) reviewed the
recommendations of staff regarding the release categories
to be assigned each of the IPS variables. The Administrative
Board in turn reviewed the recommendations of the DDLC and
endorsed the vast majority of that committee's judgments.
The Board devoted particular attention to the following areas.
1...

•

Variables pertaining to the Health Service Delivery and
Primary Care .questionnaire: the Board concurred in the
committee's judgment that these should be listed as
"unrestricted".

-18-
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2.

Variables pertaining to medical college revenues and
expenditures from LCME Questionnaire, Part I:. the
Board concurred in the committee's judgment that 3
items relating: to total revenues (1120-1122) .should
be listed as confidential, but recommended that 24
others (1094-1119 and 1123-1137)--specified categories
of revenues and expenditures--be classified as restricted
rather than unrestricted as the committee advised.

. .Variables relating to funds for construction by source
and building, data (1935-1954) from the LCME Questionnaire,
Part II and variables related to Medical student admission,
retention and graduation by ethnic background (2131-2148):
the Board disagreed with the committee's advice that
.
these should be unrestricted and recommended that they
be classified ath restricted.
4.

Variables pertaining, to the ethnic and sex grouping
of repeaters and withdrawn students (1462-1497): the
Board agreed with . the half of the committee that
regarded these data as sensitive, but recommended .
that they be classified as confidential rather than
restricted.

5. 'Vatiablesrelating to the reasons for student withdrawal
(1520-1529): . theBoard, With two members abstaining
concurred with the committee's judgment that these items
shoUld . be,classified as restricted.
The deliberations were in part devoted to a discussion of
the impact of the claSsificatiOn scheme. It was emphasized
that'the matter at issue was the extent to which institution
specific information would be released with institutional
identification. All data, according to the policy statement
is subject to release in aggregate form. Unrestricted is
subject to release in institution specific form, without
prior clearance. 'Restricted information is subject to.
release at the discretion of the AAMC President to member
institutions and other .qualified institutions, organizations
and individuals
Confidential information may be released
only with the.permission of th'institUtion or individual
to whom it pertains.
The Board, with 2 members of the opposite persuasion took
the stande'that much of the information under review as
discussed above was sufficiently sensitive that it should
be handled with discretion. It therefore suggested that on
matters judged to be sensitive, a more restrictive classification",
was warranted. In additibn, the Board indicated its intention
.to devote'fUrther consideration to .this important area, particularly
the staff procedures for handling requests for data.

-18-
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V.

DISCUSSION ITEM
Dr. Hilliard Jason of the AAMC staff came before the Board
to discuss a draft paper called "Promotion Decisions in
Medical Schools" generated by data gathered by means of an
exercise conducted at the 1975 COD Spring Meeting. Dr. Jason
was anxious to receive COD input on the advisability and
desirability of publishing such a paper. While one or two
members of the Board believed they would be comfortable
with a paper defining conclusions of that exercise, the
majority of the Board expressed the following concerns:
I.

on

The implied contract regarding this section of the
meeting was that it was to be an exercise from which
deans might learn something regarding the process of
making good decisions. Participation of the deans was
on this basis rather than with the purpose of gathering
data.

2.

It was suggested that the design of the exercise made
it appropriate for its intended purpose but possibly
inappropriate as the basis for a study.

3.

The planning of future COD programs could be hampered
if such a paper were published in light of the first
two concerns.

Dr. Jason thanked the Board for its advice and stated his
intention to abandon plans for publishing the paper as an
independent study.
VI.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00 p.m.
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ATTACHMENT II

LCGME/CCME ReCommendation #1
For the purpose of reimbUrgement •under national health insurance, the cost
:medical education in teaching institutions
0' approved programs of graduate
shall be included in the overall "cost of doing business." The cost of
graduate medical education shall nOt be divided into cost for service, cost
for education, and cost for teaching.- The "cost of.doing business" shall
include -the recompense Of residents, 'payment to Supervisors and teachers,
and cost of fatilities, including space and equipment. Review Committee Recommendation
For purposes of reimbursement under national health insurance the costs of
approved . prograMs of clinical post-doctoral education in teaching institutions
shall be included as an allowable cost (a cost of doing business). The allowable
costs of graduate medical education include, but are not limited to, the recompense of clinical post-doctoral trainees (interns, residents and fellows),
payments to supervisors and teachers, and are applicable to both inpatient
and. outpatient services as well as the cost of space, equipment and supplies..
. endowments and other available sources.applicable . to
Revenue from grants;
clinical postdoctoral medical education should be deducted from total cost
prior to determining reimbursable cost. The manner.and amount of compensation
for 'clinical post-doctoral trainees shOuld'be left to local option.

LCGME/CCME Recommendation #2
Graduate medical education in all its aspects shall be provided for within
health insurance premiums.
Review Committee Recommendation
The recognition of the costsof approved programs in clinical post-doctoral
education as an allowable cost shall be acknowledgedand paid by all purchasers
of health care services whether governmental, or private.

-24-
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LCGME/CCME Recommendation #3
All individuals (defined as residents and clinical fellows providing patient
care) involved in graduate medical education shall be considered part of the
medical staff of the teaching institution under the bylaws, rules and regulations of that institution.
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Review Committee Recommendation
This recommendation should be withdrawn.

LCGME/CCME Recommendation #4
Tr.' manner in which residents are paid shall be left to local option.
may include:

(a)

payment of stipends or salaries to residents within hospital
budgets;

(b)

payment to residents, out of fees earned for direct service
to patients in accordance with the participation of residents
in the practice plan of the teaching institutions.

Options

',Review Committee Recommendation
The final two sentences of substitute recommendation #1 serve the purpose of
this statement. Therefore, it should be deleted.

LCGME/CCME Recommendation #5
A national health insurance system should provide support for research and
development of programs in graduate medical education.
Review Committee Recommendation
This recommendation should be deleted since it is included in the following
recommendation.

LCGME/CCME Recommendation #6
A national health insurance system should provide support for modification
of programs in graduate medical education through the appropriate expansion
of existing programs, the addition of needed new programs, or the elimination
of programs which no longer fit the aims of education or needs of patient
care.

-25-

Review Committee Recommendation
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proilae ii-1-1-)i-oRCI-O&j1ki-CtiOii of
education through the appropriate
medical
programs in clinical post-doctoral
expansion of existing program's, the development and addition of needed
innovative .programs, and should facilitate the eliminationof, programs which
no longer fulfill the aims of education or needs of patientcare.
LCGME/CCME Recommendation 1/7
Any system of national health insurance should provide for ambulatory patient
care. The recommendations 1-6 shall apply to the field of ambulatory care.
P2imbursement for ambulatory health care must include the additional cost of
graduate medical education in the ambulatory setting, including facilities,
space and equipment.
Review Committee Recommendation
Any system of national health insurance should provide for and encourage
clinical post,-doctoral education in the ambulatory patient 'care setting-..
All recommendations herein shall apply to the field of ambulatory care.
Reimbursement for ambulatory health care' must include the additional cost
Of clinical post-doctoral education in the ambulatory setting, including
facilities, space and equipment as Well as personnel.

•
ATTACHMENT ITT
PROPOSED MODIFIED CCME/LCGME RECOMMENDATIONS
REGARDING NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE

Recommendations
(1)

For purposes of reimbursement under national health insurance,
the costs of approved programs of clinical post-doctoral education in teaching institutions shall be included as an allowable
cost (a cost of loing business). The allowable costs of graduate
medical education include, but are not limited to, the recompense
of clinical post-doctoral trainees (interns, residents and fellows),
payments to supervisors and teachers, and are applicable to both
inpatient and outpatient services as well as the cost of space,
equipment and supplies. Revenue from grants, endowments and
other available sources epplieabIe (restricted) to clinical
post-doctoral medical education (by the donor) should be deducted
from total cost prior to determining reimbursement cost: The
manner and amount of compensation for clinical post-doctoral
trainees should be left to local option.

(2)

Any system of national health insurance should provide for and
encourage clinical post-doctoral education in the ambulatory
patient care setting. All recommendations herein shall apply
to the field of ambulatory care. Reimbursement for ambulatory
health care must include the additional cost of clinical postdoctoral education in the ambulatory setting, including facilities,
space and equipment as well as personnel.

(3)

The recognition of the costs of approved programs in clinical
post-doctoral education as an allowable cost shall be acknowledged
and paid by:all purchasers of health care services whether governmental or private.

(4)

A national health insurance system should provide support for
modification of programs in clinical post-doctoral medical
education through the appropriate expansion of existing programs,
the development and addition of needed innovative programs, and
should facilitate the elimination of programs which no longer
fulfill the aims of education or needs of patient care.

)- Added by COTH Adininistrative Board
June, 2975
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August 25, 1975

Mr.. Eugene Rubel
•
Director
.
Bureau of health Planning: .
and'ReSources Development
Department of. HeaIthEduOatiOn
and Welfare.
3600 FishersLane
Room 1111
Rockville, Maryland 20852 .
Dear Mr. Rubel:
The Association of American Medical Colleges is pleased to submit the enclosed
paper for.consideratibn by the HEW Bureau of 'Health Planning and Resources
Development,. The paper represents the Association's interpretation of and
coMments'on - Section:1513(e) of.P.L. 93-64.1, "Planning Agency. Review of Proposed
Uses of Federal Funds.".

.11

it
During previous meetingsheld between your staff and the.staff of the AAMC,
and
. was indicated that the. Bureau Was interested in receiving our assistance
the
provide
to
effort
an
In
..
importance
critical
of
issues
input in resolving
most effective -response:, the Association formed a special Task Force to forMulate
Associour position. This paper, therefore, will serve to furnish you with the
authority
and
lity
responsibi
review
agency
ation's views regarding planning
•
s of
• for programs designated for funding under titles IV .(National 'institute
al Health.:
'Health) and VII (Health Research and Teaching Facilities of Profession
Personnel).
In summary, the Association recommends that:
•

Program lUnds for' undergraduate, medical education under 'title VII
should be exempt frOM Agency review. Certain title. VII funds for
graduate medical. education that. have as their central zirp2se_to.
impact, on the local health resources may appropriately be subject
.to a voluntary consultative review.
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the basic sciences and
Title IV research funds designated for
components should be
research projects with minimal service
exempt from Agency review.
y consultative review between
HEW may wish to encourage a voluntar
for the limited number of Title
project recipients and Agencies
significant "patient service
IV research programs that have a
ects, large cancer demoncomponent," e.g.., large clinical proj
stration programs.

e recommendations
should you wish to discuss thes
me
act
cont
to
free
feel
se
Plea
!
- n'greater detail.
Sincerely,

77;
77;
0

0
0

John A. D. Cooper
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AGENCY REVIEW OF FEDERAL FUNDS UNDER TITLES IV AND VII
tion of
The purpose of this paper is to present the views of the Associa
de
Statewi
and
Agency
System
American Medical Colleges concerning'the Health
funds
Federal
of
uses
d
Health Coordinating Connell (SHCC) review of propose
It is atithorized, in the law that the Health Systems Agency
.
under.P.L. 93-641.
proposed
is'responsible . for the.review and approval or disapproval of certain
health
ive
use's of Federal funds for health-relatedprojects in their respect
service areas.
Section 1513(3)(1)(A) states that:
agency shall review and approve
. . • ..each. health
. systems
.
or disapprove each proposed use Within its health service
area of Federal funds
"(i) appropriated under this (Public Health Service) Act,
the Comtunity Men....al Health Centers Act-, or the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism , Prevention, Treatment
and Rehabilitation Act of 1970 for grants, contracts, or
loans, or loan guarantees for the development, expansion,
or support of health resources; or
"(ii) made available .by the State in which the health serviee
area is located from an allotment to the State under an Act
referred to in clause (i): for grants or contracts for the
. deVelopment,:expansiOn, or support of health resources."
and
In addition, .there are specific exceptionsfrom mandated USA review
i)(B):
(
.
)
the. following exemption- is in"Section 1513(e
"A health systems. agency shall not review and approve or
disapprove the proposed use wlthiu its health service . •
area of yederal funds appropriated for grants or contracts
under Title IV .(National Institutes of Health), VII (Health
Research and Teathing•Facilitics of Professional health .
Personnel), or VIII ,(Nurse Training) of this Act unless the
grants or contracts. arc to be made, entered into, or used
for)
to support the development of health resources intended
,
health
of.
y
deliver
the
or
use in the health service area
\. services."
exceptions noted
: It can be assumed that the law. provides that, with the
.
Service Act,
Health
directly above, most projects funded. through the Puhlie
Abuse and
Alcohol
the. Community Health Centers Act and the Comprehensive
will require
1970,
Act of
• Alcoholism Prevention,• TreatMent and Rehabilitation
be designated,
should
,
review and approval by the ESA. Certain .projects, however
relates,
paper
this
a priori as being' exempt from .review. The discussion in
VII, .and
Title
and
IV
for...the most part, to the programs .funded -though. Title
ibility
respons
agency
g
:provides the Association's 'recommendation's on plannin
:for .4evie%4 ,a,these
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,Ceneral Comments
The sequence of . project submission and review as it applies to the Health
Systems Agency and the Federal Program funding authority is of particular
importance to the rr!view process. Unless exempt, on applicant will need the.
approval of both thr HSA and the Federal agency prior to a final award of grants
of contracts'. Prior to HSA an,,,-oval, an applicant should secure Federal agency
approval in a manner similar to the current procedures; the applicant would
then be required to seek HSA approval. Each review, however, should be separate
.and distinct, based upon predetermined criterion. •
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Comments on LCME "Draft Proposed Guidelines for Peripheral Clinical Components"
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By the attached letter, Dr. VanCitters suggests that the action of the LCME
to address Deans individually soliciting comments on the "Proposed Guidelines"
is unfortunate and inappropriate, it being his view that it calls for a more
formal review by the AAMC.
• It is the understanding of the staff that this document is a "working draft"
prepared by a subcommittee of the LCME, received and considered by the LCME
but not adopted by it pending the receipt and consideration of comments from
the Deans. This solicitation of comments at an early stage of the document's
development was intended to place the LCME in compliance with the "legislative
due process" requirements of the Office of Education. Basically, this requires
that parties which will be primarily affected by the promulgation of new procedures have the opportunity to comment on them at a sufficiently early stage
as will permit their views full consideration in the deliberative process, i.e.
before the document is effectively in final form.
We anticipate that the LCME will take cognizance of the comments received, revise
it as appropriate and formally adopt the document subject to ratification by the
AAMC Executive Council and the AMA Council on Medical Education. Thus, the AAMC
will have an opportunity to formally review the document at a later date.
RECOMMENDATION:
That the COD Administrative Board consider the document at this time and forward
such comments as it may have for revision of the draft document; that it express
its expectations to the LCME with respect to the opportunity for a more formal
review of the adopted draft by the AAMC.

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98195

16 December 1975
School of Medicine
Office of the Dean

lyr Hfs
ITLJY_11DID
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Marjorie Wilson, M.D.
Association of American Medical Colleges
One Dupont Circle N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Marjorie,
I recently received a copy of a general mailing to
all Deans from Richard Egan of the LCME on the subject of proposed guidelines for peripheral clinical components. In brief,
the LCME was sampling the reaction to a draft copy of a set of
guidelines which would be incorporated into the Functions and
Structure of a Medical School out of recognition for the increased
number of peripheral clinical components now coming into use.
Although the cover letter asked for comments, I wonder
whether this is not something that should be subject to more
formal review by AAMC. I think it is unfortunate, and even
inappropriate,that LCME has chosen to address the Deans individually
on this matter; I would have thought that they might have asked
for a statement from AAMC itself, and that AAMC would have had an
Opportunity to formulate an overall response.
Sincerely,

e t L. Van Citters, M.D.
Dean
RVC:slp

•
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LIAISON COMMITTEE ON MEDICAL EDUCATION
Council on Medical Education
American Medical Association
535 North'Decirborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

Executive Council
Association of American Medico, Colleges
One Dupont Circle-;
Washington, D.C. 20036
•
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- MEMORANDUM

TO:

Deans of Approved Medical Schools

FROM:

Richard L. Egan, MD, Secretary

DATE:

November 26, 1975

SUBJECT:

Proposed Guidelines for Peripheral Clinical Components

During the past two years, the Liaison Committee has at several
meetings reviewed the application of the Standard for accreditation,:
Functions and Structure of a Medical School, in relation to the increasing
number Of peripheral clinical components utilized for the education of
medical students.- .
As a result of these reviews a Task Force of the Liaison Committee
has prepared a draft of guidelines to assist in the evaluation of peripheral
clinical components.
...At its last. meeting the Liaison ,Committee considered the draft copy
which is enclosed.. Further'consideration was deferred until comments
could be solicited from intereated and knowledgeable medical educators.
Therefore your comments are requested and will be gratefully received.
An envelope for your comments is enclosed. Since the next meeting of the ,
Liaison Committee is scheduled for January 21, 1976, an early reply will be

RLE/gB

This draft copy is not a statement of policy of the Liaison Committee on
Medical Education and is for discussion only.

GUIDELINES FOR PERIPHERAL CLINICAL COMPONENTS

Responding to felt public needs, more and more medical schools are
conducting clinical training at geographically separate sites involving
affiliated community-based hospitals and mainly volunteer faculty.
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Experience has indicated that existing accrediting guides provide
for satisfactory evaluation of the educational contributions of elective
courses as well.as the occasional required clerkship in a remote specialized
facility.
Recently programs have been instituted or proposed which would
require medical students to spend a large share of their required clerkship
time beyond reasonable commuting distance from the academic medical center.
Under these circumstances, additional guidelines to the "Functions and
$tructure of

a

Medical School" are necessary to assure quality control

of the educational program to maintain a critical number and variety of
qualified faculty and to promote high quality education for medical
students.
The Liaison Committee on Medical Education will evaluate such
• academic units of an accredited school of medicine when they can clearly
qualify as an integral component of the parent school.

The LCME does

not consider for accreditation free-standing clinical schools.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
In order for an accredited medical school to develop an acceptable
peripheral clinical component it must be prepared to station properly
qualified faculty and offer a significant portion of its major required
clinical clerkships at this site.
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Tbia—draftchpy:ia not e'statement of policy of the Liaison ,COMMi
ftee'ciri
• MOICal EdUCation ..and is:for- discussion
—•

Since the accreditation of the parent -Scho
ol IS dependent upon
the quality of

of its „prOgraMs, responsibility and auth
ority •-.for
.
.
.
the conduct of the branch ,prOgpitu Must
be vested in the parent school
4:1,,i4rT4
Thesthool Must prOViAei:,for

a

critical- Maas of students, faculty

and resourtes-and-'-give eV-idence of
comMunity support for the. program.
EDUCATION42PROGRAM
it..F,ThOv`

•:r

•!i•

*1 program lmust be ,articulated with both
the Basic

Science and thef Graduate Medical Educatio
n programs.

The clinical

extiences.houkdbe s4fficiently-broad to include
instruction in basic
mechanisms of disease *all major clinical
specialties.

It is

des#4b1e'to haVe.an•approve0 residency prog
ram in each discipline,
olerkShips se -thatjioth the supervising
faculty and -housestaff

Although the program is geographically dist
ant the curriculum
must be planned, administered and evaluate
d .in concert with the appropriate
faculty cottitteeS, departmental Chairmen
and other administrative officers

1ae
•••
OtstittiTtog,-AktcolntititAgct.:,
-A114tteOtable unairgradnate 'medical
education programs in the • I:clinical adiendep • must be tonducte& by a
. medical school accredited by
the'LCMA.

The principal academic officer of the comp
onent progrsm:..should

be ap&integ, to.: or be. a..member. Of the
faculty of the parent school with

full Privileges ,and be administratively responsibl
e to the .0110 executiVe
officer of the degree-granting medical scho
ol.
There should be a precise definition of the
relationships of the
members of the faculty and administration of
the branch' as a part of the
-aren't medical Sehool.

This draft copy is not a statement of policy of the Liaison Committee on
Medical Education and is for discussion only.

Educational facility planning, teaching budget and allocation of
other educational resources, academic program planning, faculty appointment and student assignments should be coordinated and integrated with
the parent campus.
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If the clinical program of the branch is conducted in clinical
facilities other than one owned by the medical school or its parent
university, appropriate affiliation documents must vest the authority
for the conduct and evaluation of the educational program in the degreegranting medical school.
FACULTY
Experience has shown that in the branch as well as on the parent
campus there must be a core of full-time faculty in addition to parttime and volunteer faculty.

The numbers, types and specialties of faculty

at the branch will be determined by the degree-granting medical school.
The academic plan must assure that the remotely based members of the
faculty meet the same standards and enjoy the same responsibilities,
status and privileges in regard to appointment, tenure, pay, fringe
benefits, committee memberships, student selection, curriculum development as those members of the faculty on the parent campus.
Encouragement of all faculty in the pursuit of creative scholarly
activity, including provision of time and facilities for research, is
essential.

There should be a single process for faculty appointments

and promotions for the parent medical school and its components.
STUDENTS
The degree-granting school should be responsible for selection,
assignment, promotion and evaluation of all medical students.

Within

i!Attgi405.0"Y' is nreittatatement of Policy of
the Liatson -COMMiti4W,A.. "
Medical Educationand is for discussion only
,

reasonable limits the student shou
ld be able to move freely between
the
• branch ,,and,. the•--p'arent

•

,
.
Medid.41

•

énts transferring from another
school should spend a

Minimum:15f eiiht months 'on. the main
campus before being eligible

•:.
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tb-rotate.:to:- ibtanch.

Students assigned to a branch shou
ld receive
the same' privileges and access
to student services as students on
the
Main ca60404.
FINANCES
In most circumstances the principa
l academic officer of the
clinical branCh will prepare an annu
al budget for review and approval
by the chief executive officer of
the parent school. It is anticipated
that sponsored support such as research
grants will be used to achieve

Document from the collections of the

m m
parent,cainpusl.

Y.'1.6 a giMifii Abner

o the

The parent institution must assure
adequate additional

financialtesolitcest:o operate the
branch
;
FACILITIES
'

Facilities will vary with the size
and the type of program, the
quantitative requirements will be dete
rmined by the number of studentS
and the-extentof the curriculum offe
red at the•clinical.hiaPO, It is
,
important that the clinical*ogkam
- include experience in ambulatoryy
4

care in addition to inpatient training
In addition; to appropriate, clinical
facilities, the branch campus
must provide adequate library services
, administrative space, faculty
offices and laboratories and teaching
space including provisions for
conference rooms, lounges, study area
s And laboratories,

-414.n

This draft copy is not a statement of policy of the Liaison Committee on
Medical Education and is for discussion only.

ACCREDITATION
A school of medicine proposing the development of a new clinic
al
branch must inform the Secretary, LCME, in time to allow for
consultation,
site inspection and appropriate review of both the parent
school and the
branch before medical students may be assigned.
Periodic reaccreditation surveys will normally include the
parent
school as well as the branch campus.
These guidelines are intended to be used as a supplement to
the
Liaison Committee's document, "Functions and Structure of a Medica
l
School," which embodies the basic policies approved by the Liaiso
n
Committee on Medical Education, the Association of American
Medical Colleges
and the American Medical Association by which medical school
s are accredited.
Thus, the guidelines are not intended to be all inclusive
or comprehensive.
Subjects which are not addressed specifically are presumed
to fall within
purview of other documents relating to the accreditatio
n of the medical
school.

noit &statement of policy of the Liaison
Committee on
Medicittacation and is fOx_discussion only
.

S

Appendix
Guidelines for Peripheral Clinical
Components
•
Definition of Terms
ScL or College of Medicine - An
institution of higher learning
chartgrqd and accredited to offer the full
course of undergraduate
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medical education culminating in
the award of the M.D. degree.
2.

Dean - The chief executive and prin
cipal academic administrative
•
officer of a school of medicine.

3. Prin4pal academic officer of a bran
ch - The local representative of
the Pean an“n-site administrator
,of the component program.
FAg4.CoixtlenenftOof-A School of Medi
cine - In recent years some of thes
e
.
Ai4p44,0ctivitigiof ,aceredited:'
Schools of medicine have been aggr
igated

tii.444054951Ince,y4Yinical 'science

or mixed componenfs'oiiinfzed'as

distinct administrative or inst
ructional units housed in location
s
• geographically distant from the
main campus of the school of medi
cine.
By definition such educational unit
s offer only a portion of the
curriculum required for the M.D. degr
ee. A clinical component may
be located in an affiliated hosp
ital but affiliated hospitals per
se do n9t constitute a clinical
component as here defined.
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS

The continuing concerns of the AAMC about financial aid for
medical students and the inadequacies of federal support were
heightened by the responses of the medical schools to a survey
conducted at the request of the Congressional Budget Office
(Attachment I). Apart from the dollar increments in tuition,
the number of school officers who perceive that there is a change
in the applicant pool (Q#11) is impressive. The schools have
been queried about whether or not documentation on this point
is available.
Existing AAMC data (Attachment II) show that already in
1974 a decreased fraction of entering students were drawn from
families with incomes under $15,000 as compared to final year
students. There is a corresponding increase in the fraction whose
family incomes exceeded $20,000. This is supported by the applicant
data from the last 3 years, although inflation is also a factor
in these changes.

•

The third attachment was prepared by Robert Boerner, Division
of Student Programs. It summarizes the status of current
resources for student assistance, legislative developments and
the efforts of the AAMC.

•
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ATTACHMENT I
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November 20, 1975

Bonnie Lefkowitz
House. Office Building,
'Annex . #2
,
Second and D Street SW
. Washingtdn.,-D.C- 20515
Dear Ms. Lefkowitz:
At your request. the AAMC conducted a survey of medica
l
schools in the U.S.A. asking for their estimates of
tuition for the: next three years with three levels
(1500, $750, and none) of federal capitation support.
Thirty: three of forty,-five private Schools responded •
-(733%); 52 of -69 public schools responded (75.4%),
.
although less than half of the latter were able to give
forward projections, probably because they often do not
control the tuition rate. - :Twenty-five of the private
Schools indicatedthat,they : currently received additional
support from state governments.
In Table 1 are given the Ranges, Medians and Means of
.the tuition projections fOr the next three years at the
three capitation levels.
In Table 2are given the mean estimates of tuition for
the public schools. - These. numbers should be used
with marked caution since the number of responses is
low, and many of the State Schools neither control
the tuition nor receive it directly. It seems fair.to
conclude that the rate of change for the responding
public Schools;appearsto be. as great .as that for the
private schools.
call your.attention to the third attached page which
summarizes the responSes:.to'questions about tuition
-dollars and the budget of schools and about the effects
of student financial:ProblemsIf there is further information I can give you, please
feel free to call me.
Sincerely,
George R. DeMuth, M.D.
Deputy Director
Department of Institutional Development

1
Private Medical Schools

ESTIMATED TUITION
Average

Number of
Schools
Reporting

$3,750

$3,660

33

2,100 - 6,450

4,375

4,230

32

2,500 - 7,200

5,000

4,860

31

3,000 - 7,9.50

5,500

5,510

31

7,000

4:800

4,610

31

$750 capitation

2,700 - 7,750

5,500

5,220

30

No capitation
`)
0
u
u
O
1978-79
u
u
-,5
§ $1,500 capitation

3,200 - 8,500

6,000

5,920

30

2,500 - 7,500

5,300

4,970

31

t

,
- $750:capitation

2,900 - 8,250

5,750

5,590

30

u

No capitation

'3,400 - 9,000

6,500

6,300

30

School
Year

1975-76

0
-

.

Range'

$1,850 - $4,900

.Median

„„,E. f

1976-7H'5
0
-,5 . -"
*; $1,500'capitation
-0
u
u
$750 capitation
-0
0
,
0,..
u
.. No,capitation
,
u
.0
0
1977-78
u

$400 capitation 2,300 _

u
,0

8

•
for residents than for
1.Four Private medical schools reported lower tuition
used in the table.
non-residents; the higher tuitions for these schools are

Public Medital Schools

ESTIMATED TUITION
School
Year

Range

Median

Average

Number of
Schools
Reporting

1975-76

O
.,..
-

Resident
Nonresident

$1,195
2,400

52
52

1,620
3,330

24
24

1,990
3,650

22
22

2,340
4,050

21
21

1,840
3,840

21
21

2,350
4,360

19
19

2,850
5,040

18
18

2;010
4,170

/ 21
21

2,550
4,730

19
19

3,100
5,420

18
.18

E1976-7
7
0., 1

'5
O $1,5(', capitation
-,5
.; Resident
-0
u Nonresident
u
-0
O $750 capitation
,
u .Resident
'
,
u Nonresident
gp
0
No capitation
Resident.
u
Nonresident
u
1977-7B
-,5
,0
'a) $1,500 capitation
O "ident
u !onrcsident
u
O
u
u $750 capitation
-,5
Resident
Nonresident
5
No capitation
(g Resident
11- Nonresident

S.

1978-79
$1,500 capitation
Resident •
Nonresident
.$750 capitation
Resident
Nonresident
No capitation
Resident
Nonresident
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Responses
NO
YES
Question 7
do you
e medical school,
If you.. are a privat
cal
di
r undergraduate me
receive support fo
state?
education from your
25

7

30
16

2
35

. Private schools
. .
Question 8
directly
cal School tuition
di
me
in
ts
en
em
cr
in
Are
school budget?
,—..tflected in. your
Private schools
Public schools
. Question 9
udents
have any medical st
,
ar
ye
st
la
e
th
In
cause of
ration primarily be
st
gi
re
om
fr
ed
pp
,dro
problems?
personal financial
Private schools
Public schools

3
2

30
50

Question 10
is year .to.
medical students th
Do you expect any
cause of
tion. primarily be
ra
st
gi
re
om
fr
op
dr
l problems?
personal financia

3 •

Private schools
Public schools

7
4

25
47

Question 11
problems.
ce that financial
en
id
ev
y
an
.
ve
ha
Do you
applicant pool?
have affected your
Private schools
Public schools

•
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14
12

19
39

ATTACHMENT II
Table 8
DiitiibtaiOn of Medical Students by Gross Parental Income
F
and Medical School Class
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•

Medical School Class

Family Income
1
Total

All
Classes

First Year

Intermediate

• Final Year

1007

1007,

1007D

1007

Less than $5000

'
5‘

6

$5000 - $9999

1435

1)31%

$10,000 - $14,999

18

16

$15,000 - $19,999

15

15

15

$20,000 - $24,999

13

14

13

$25,000 -$49,999

2450

26 54%

24 50%

23 49%

$50,000 or more

13

14

13

14
11

Estimated Median
1

•

$20,249

$21,333

1 35%

10k36%
20

$19,880

15

$19,553

Based on students who supplied data on family income. in April 1975
AAMC Survey of "How Medical Students Finance Their Education",

Prepared by Davis G.. Johnson, Ph.D., 12/5/75. (Medians added on. 12/30/75).

•
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Applicants by
Parental Income

1974-75
- %

Less than $5,000

2,685

8.7

2,757

6.9

$5,000 - $9,999

5,650

18.3

5,059

12.7

$10,000 - 11,999

7,483

24.2

4,958

12.4

$12,000 - 14,999

4,886

15.8

5,853

14.6

$15,000 - 50,000+

10,155

32.9

21,330

53.4

No Response

9,647
40,506

Note:
•

•

1973-74
N
- %

2,667
42,624

1.

Figures not corrected for inflation.

2.

Markedly different response rates for 1973-74 and
1974-75 may distort figures somewhat.
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STATUS REPORT ON MEDICAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE
•
To illustrate the severity of the crises in Student
assistance, in the 1974-75 -academic year the total amount of
financial aid needed by medical students as determined by the
109 medical schools which reported on the Liaison Committee
on Medical Education Annual Questionnaire was $92.8 million
.
That same survey showed only $52.8 million from all sources
disbursed by the schools to the 24,192 students (46.8% of the
total enrollment) who evidenced financial need. Despite the fact
that the additional funds from major sources not administered
by the schools totaled an additional $37.7 million raising
available .funds to $90.5 million the situation in 1974-75 was
critical.
In 1975-76 it has become worse. The Health Professions
Scholarship Program which supplied $6.3 million to medical schools
in fiscal, year 1974 was reduced to $2.8 million in fiscal year
1975i and this year has been eliminated entirely. The $15,1
million available to medical schools through the Health
Professions
:Loan' Program in fiscal year
1975 has been reduced to approximately
$10 million this Year with first-year students no longer eligibl
e
for these finds. In addition, financial aid officers across
the
country are reporting that it is exCeedinglydifficult this year
for medical students to receive funds from banks through the
Federally Insured Guaranteed Student Loan Program which in 197475
Supplied ..$28.3 million to mediCal students.
The other two major Federal programs, the Public Health.
Service/National'HeaIth Service Corps Scholarship Program and the .
Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program are nOt in
a strict sense financial aid programs Since each requires a service
commitment and neither uses financial need as a primary selection
criteria. Students -who actually need funds to complete their
medical education, therefore,. may not be selected to either program
.
The funds from the PubliC,Health,Setvice program for a given . yearhave thus far not been available to students until the academic ,
year 'isat least half completed which further reduces their
Usefulness as a soutce of suPport.
In the private' sector,. National Medical Fellowships which
provides scholarships to first and second year minority medical
students based on support which is solicited from various. private
foundations has reduced its awards from $2.3 million in 197475
to $1.8 million in 197576•... In 1972.773 the Robert Wood Johnson
'Foundation- made available $10 million in financial assistance
to
the medical and osteopathic schools. to be used over a four year
period either as loans Or scholarships for minority, female and
rural students: These funds: which . have been apportioned by the
schools at approximately $2.,5 million per year since 1972-73 -will
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terminate at the close of the current academic year. The majority
of this money has been made available as scholarships and thus
will not be repaid in the future to be again used as financial
assistance to students. The American Medical Association Education
and Research Foundation which is the other major source of
assistance to medical students from the private sector made
available $4.6 million in 1974-75. Their forecast for 1975-76 is
that approximately $5.0 million will be loaned.
Thus it appears that the financial need of students in 1974-75
exceeded existing major funds from both the private and public
areas by approximately $2.3 million. Although complete data is
not yet available, we know that there have been the above
reported decreases in the amount of financial assistance available
in 1975-76 approximating $8.0 million. At the same time due to
the uncertainty of Federal funding and many other factors medical
school tuition since 1974-75 has and will continue to rise
significantly as will living expenses due to inflation. Therefore
the financial need of medical students has increased over the past
year while the amounts available in the form of financial assistance
from all sources had decreased. The present disparity between
necessary and existing major sources of financial aid to medical
students certainly exceeds $10.3 million and may be as much as
$15 to $20 million.

S

The most recent Association attempts to deal with these
problems began on November 5 when members of the Group on Student
Affairs (GSA) Committee on Financial Problems of Medical Students
and AAMC staff met with several HEW policy analysts to discuss the
current problems of financial assistance to students in the face
of rising tuition, the drop in available health professions loans,
the phaseout of the health professions scholarships, the hesitation
on the part of banks to make guaranteed or private loans, the
impending termination of Robert Wood Johnson funds for women,
minority and rural students, and the decrease in foundation support
for National Medical Fellowships and for student assistance in
general. The committee members evidenced concern about the
Administration proposal for a grant program for minority students
for two years of premedical education and for the first year of
medical school and suggested that grants for minorities include
at least the first two years of medical school. The committee
members proposed an extension of the Health Professions Loan
Program for three years at the $50 million level. With BHM clearance
the AAMC made available data from the recent survey on "How
Medical Students Finance Their Education" to the analysts on the
HEW staff to aid their planning. Following this meeting HEW has
indicated its recommendation for a phaseout of the Health Professions
Loan Program adding that an income-related loan program is being
considered.
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On November. 18, 1975, AAMC testimony presented before the
Subcommittee on Health of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare
Committee ranked the need for student assistance a high priority
for consideration. It stressed the need for "continuation and
expansion of the Health Professions Loans" at the level of
$50 million annually to prevent economic exclusion from medical
school in the face of increasing education expenses and the
increased cost of living.
Another area of Association activity has addressed the
ineligibility of first year students for Health Professions Loan
funds which resulted on June 30, 1975 from the expiration of the
fiscal 1975 resolution continuing the provisions of this loan
program as part of the Health Manpower Education Act of 1971.
To alleviate this situation an amendment supported by the Association
which would renew the eligibility of first year students for these
loan funds was added to the Senate version of the current
Heart-Lung Bill. The Senate has passed this bill and the amendment
and the bill is presently in conference. The House passed an
earlier version which did not include the amendment. Indications
are that the House members of the Conference Committee will support
the amendment, but there is no clear timetable for emergence of
the bill from the committee or signature or veto by the President.
Another recent development has been an inquiry from the
Kellogg Foundation about the status of financial assistance to
medical students. In response to that inquiry the Association
provided data which may generate \further interest in the problem
,and possibly some type of financial assistance for medical students
on the part of the Foundation.

'Division of Student Programs
January 1976
,
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